AMBOH
which literally means fabric yarn in
Khmer, is a new original espadrille shoe
brand made in Cambodia from
eco-friendly material such as cotton
fabric and natural jute for the sole. It is a
must for the Cambodian way of life.

WITH TRADITION
Amboh, is a real hand-made espadrille.
Machines are unable to sew the fabric on
the Jute sole as this operation requires
regularity and strength.

AND LOCAL AMBITIONS
Krama is certainly the most iconic
Cambodian product, and this is why we
have decided to use it on all our models.
It is our way to mix French skills and
Cambodian culture, and it makes
beautiful blend.

CAMBODIAN BRAND
Amboh is a Cambodian brand targeting
the local market.
We think that Cambodia is ready to
sustain local brands using Cambodian
quality materials produced and sold in
the country. Our Satisfaction comes
from seeing Cambodians proud of buying
and wearing Cambodian hand-made
shoes.

THINKING ETHICALLY
We choose to operate using fair trade
practices and take care of those who
make Amboh possible.
Our sewers work in good conditions,
have health insurance and get wages
above factory average payroll. Moreover,
all our fabric suppliers are Cambodian
and we pay attention fair price for their
products

WE HAVE PLENTY OF IDEAS
We plan to develop regular new
collections, working with local artists
and releasing limited editions. We are
already working on other complimentary
products to accessorize our espadrilles.
DO YOU?
Need to personalize your look for an
occasion? Would you like to make your
company branded espadrille for your
staff or for a company gift? Contact us,
tell us your needs and Amboh will realize
them.
HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR AMBOH
Buy your Amboh espadrilles a little bit
tighter as the cotton fabric may expand
to your foot shape after few days.
Are your espadrilles dirty and need
cleaning? No problem, put them in the
washing machine (cold water) and dry
them under a fan. Once dry they will look
as beautiful as the day you purchased
them!
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